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Abstract. We have developed a Domain Specific Language (DSL) for requirements elicitation that is based on the psychological framework of Activity Theory (AT). AT emphasizes the social context in which human activity takes
place, and thus is useful to systematically develop models of social contexts,
validate these contexts with stakeholders, and identify potential sources of system evolution based on identified changing social constraints. AT holds potential as a requirements elicitation tool for complex human interactive systems
with a diverse set of stakeholders that do not have common goals. Our adaptation of AT for use in software engineering has evolved over time as we have
used it in a case study and developed limited tools that can support designers
both during initial system design and during system evolution. Here we describe how the USE tool was applied to develop the DSL and how we have
used this tool to create instances of AT models and analyze them for structural
constraint inconsistencies. We identify some of the issues encountered in this
process and some of the remaining open issues regarding a USE model as an
implementation of our DSL.
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1

Introduction

An understanding of a system's social context is needed to identify the socio-related
functionality, security, performance, and other system concerns that impact the usability and acceptability of complex systems that comprise both human and computing
elements. This social context describes the evolving bi-directional impact and relations between a system and the community in which it is developed and deployed. A
more complete system design that addresses the social constraints of the system can
be critical to its ultimate success. However, the problem of systematically modeling
the social context and being able to use this information in requirements elicitation
and early design remains an area of research.
We have approached the problem of social constraint specification and validation
through the application of the Activity Theory (AT) psychological paradigm [2]. AT
provides concepts and terminologies that are easy to understand by a wide range of
stakeholders within a framework that encourages designers to explore a system’s
social context. The framework can help requirements engineers formulate important
questions to elicit both explicit and implicit constraints in the social environment.
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However, AT is not formalized and, while understandable to the general population,
its efficacy relies heavily on the skills of the analysts using it. We have therefore
defined an AT domain specific language (DSL) [18], designed to add rigor to the
basic elements of the framework and their inter-relationships. An interesting issue we
have identified is that while the framework encourages thinking about a system in a
holistic sense, it can also lead to inconsistencies in requirements documentation (as
models) or understanding since in fact it is so flexible and dependent on human input.
We have therefore added further constraints to our language to help ameliorate some
of these inconsistencies.
The contribution of this paper is to demonstrate how we have applied the USE tool
[17] during the creation and evolution of the AT DSL, and how we have used it to
create AT model instances that can be analyzed for structural and constraint inconsistencies often found in AT models. This work reports on a feasibility experiment
regarding the USE tool as a mechanism to realize our AT language. While we point
out issues we have encountered during this process, we do not discuss alternative
methods or tools that could be used to address them.
In Section 2, we describe AT and some issues with using it in software development. Section 3 describes our initial and evolutionary efforts at defining an AT DSL,
and how the USE tool fit into this process. Section 4 demonstrates the USE tool analysis of an example AT instance model and describes issues related to the USE tool
that we consider outstanding research issues. Related work is described in Section 5,
and our conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.

2

Activity Theory

AT was initially proposed [11][19] to aid exploration of the complex social relationships inherent in any human activity. It was extended [2] and has also become an
important theoretical framework in the field of Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) [6]. AT is useful in situations where it is necessary to explore the diverse and
complex social context of a system. This is especially critical in socio-technical systems with both human and computing components since their success is often contingent on how well they demonstrate a thorough understanding of, and support of, social constraints.
AT defines human activity as systems of several elements and their mediating relations. An activity system evolves over time to relieve the tensions caused by contradictions in the system. Engeström [2] identified different types of contradictions,
including those within AT elements and those
between different AT elements of a single
activity system.
The figure to the left shows the diagrammatic form of an activity system developed by
Engeström. We term this diagram an Activity
System Diagram, or ASD. The object of a
human activity is transformed into the outcome
by the subject, using the mediating tool. For readers with software development backgrounds, the term object may be confusing. However, these terms have been used in
the AT literature since the original writings, so we will use the term object in the AT
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sense in this paper. When needed, we will use the term software object to indicate the
term in the software development sense.
Both the object and tool can be physical or conceptual, and there can be multiple of
these and the subject elements. The community is anyone sharing the same object.
Relations between the subject and community members are mediated by rules, which
can be implicit or explicit norms and conventions. The division of labor (DoL) mediates relations between the object and community members. DoL items specify how the
task of transforming the object into the outcome is distributed across the community.
AT recognizes that human activity rarely takes place in isolation, so it includes the
concept of activity system networks, where multiple ASDs are connected. Networks
occur when the outcome of one ASD is used as an element in another ASD (e.g. as a
tool). We term this type of relation a network relation in our AT language.
The AT framework is very flexible, and is applicable in complex social situations
to explore implicit as well as explicit relations and interactions among the participants
of an activity [7][14]. In addition, the concepts and terminology are readily understood by a wide variety of stakeholders with diverse backgrounds. AT is therefore
well-suited to systematic application in Requirements Engineering (RE), and can be
useful to identify the social constraints that must be taken into account in the design
of complex socio-technical systems. In particular, discussions that identify mediating
rules and DoL items can elicit the often implicit goals and actions of stakeholders.
Issues using AT in software development. There are several issues that arise
when AT is used in RE. First, when there are multiple rules and community members,
it is not possible, from Engeström’s ASD, to identify a particular rule that mediates
between a particular community member and the subject. In general, any time there
are multiple DoL items, Tools, or Rules, if there are multiple subjects, objects, or
community members, then it is not possible to determine the relevant mediating element item (i.e. Tool, Rule, or DoL) for a particular pair of mediated element items
(i.e. Subject, Object, or Community member). Our language addresses this issue
through explicit mediation relations described in the next section.
A second issue when using AT in software development is there may be ASD elements identified by the stakeholders that are not directly related to the current activity
object. These inconsistencies can lead to over- or under-specified ASDs and can only
be avoided through experience. We address this problem with constraints on language
concepts. A third issue related to ambiguity is that the ASD network relation is very
informal in the AT framework in the sense that while the relation must involve the
outcome of one ASD, it is not specified what the target ASD element should be. Our
language constrains these target elements. A fourth issue of incompleteness is that
multiple ASDs can also represent evolution of an activity over time, thus implying a
temporal relationship but the framework does not specify how this relationship is to
be described. We have not yet addresses this temporal relationship in our AT language.
Finally, to best use AT as a requirements elicitation tool, it is necessary to be able
to use its results in system design. Our work includes formalized trace-links between
the AT language classes and relationships and relevant portions of the goal and scenario design modeling language standard User Requirements Notation (URN) [8] that
allow us to partially automate bi-directional transformations between ASD network
models and URN goal models in the jUCMNav tool[10]. The jUCMNav tool main-
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tains traces between goal models and use case map scenarios that serve as high level
design models. We are thus able to move between AT and design models through
these traces. Details of this ‘requirements to design’ process are beyond the scope of
this paper. However, we have applied these design links to a case study associated
with a data capture and interpretation system designed for use in vector-borne disease
control in Mexico. A technical report is available with these detailed examples [5],
however in this paper we provide a very simple example to demonstrate the AT DSL,
and do not discuss the transformation to design further.

3

AT Language Development

Initial version of the AT DSL. The initial version of the AT DSL was developed
using a metamodel that defined the ASD elements and some simple Object Constraint
Language (OCL) constraints [15][16]. For example, an ASD class was related to an
abstract class Element which was specialized into all seven AT concepts. The relation
multiplicity was defined as 7..* on the Element role, and 1..* on the ASD role. An
additional well-formed OCL constraint was added that there must be at least one of
each type of specialization in the Element role set.
A network relation between an outcome of one ASD and an element of another is
part of the AT framework, and this relation was further constrained in that the element
of the second ASD must not be an object or outcome of the second activity. This
constraint is possible because from experience, it makes no sense for an object or
outcome of an activity to be the outcome of a previous activity. The network relation
and its constraint decrease the ambiguity of the network concept in the AT framework. The initial language also contained the explicit notion of a hierarchical decomposition of activities in order to help structure AT models. The decomposition relation
was defined between a DoL item in one ASD and another ASD that further describes
this DoL item as an entire activity.
It was very easy to convert this metamodel and its constraints into a USE tool [17]
model and check it for structure and constraint issues. After fixing the problems found
by the tool, the result was a simple implementation of our language. We used this
approach in our subsequent versions, and found that the USE implementation was
easy to modify for exploration purposes regarding mediating relations and augmentation to minimize over- and under-specification.
Subsequent versions. This simple AT metamodel was augmented with the additional
relations needed to reduce over-specification caused by ASD elements that are really
related to a different activity and thus belong in a different ASD. This was accomplished by adding the dols2rules relation that makes sure every rule in an ASD is
associated with some DoL item, and the whoDoesDoL relation, which ensures that
there is some community member associated with each DoL item. If a rule exists
which is not related to some DoL item, then the rule probably does not belong in the
respective ASD or else a DoL item is missing. Respectively, if there is a DoL item
that is not associated with some community member, there is probably a missing
community member. The USE tool makes these problems explicit through its analysis
capabilities, and the modeler can then decide how to address them.
Another augmentation of the language metamodel was to add explicit mediation
relationships according to the AT framework. Multiple approaches were attempted,
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including creating ternary mediating relationships between, e.g. Subject, Tool, and
Object classes. However ternary relationships made both the metamodel diagram and
USE model file more complex and harder to interpret. After exploring several alternatives, three new classes were finally introduced: two abstract classes specialized from
the Element class, for mediating (Tool, Rule, and DoL) and mediated (Subject, Object, and Community) elements, and a “composite” class to express the pair of mediated elements. The mediating elements were moved to become specializations of the
MediatingEle class, and mediated elements moved to become specializations of the
MediatedEle class. While this simplified the metamodel, it also meant that a relation
and constraint had to be added to ensure that all the elements involved in mediation
are elements of the same ASD, and that the composite (MediatedComposite) consists
of mediated elements of different types (e.g. Subject and Object, and not Subject and
Subject). This structure made it easier to consider the characteristics of AT mediation
in detail. For example, since every activity consists of a subject using a mediating tool
to accomplish an object, the constraint was be added that every subject/object pair
needs to have a mediating tool. Over-specification is indicated by e.g., a tool that is
not part of such a relationship, and under-specification is indicated by e.g., a subject/object pair that does not have an associated mediating tool.
Resulting version. The most complete DSL metamodel for AT [4], resulting from
these evolutions, has 14 classes, 3 of which are abstract, 14 associations, 3 generalizations, and 9 OCL constraints. The portion of the AT language metamodel that describes the Engeström model, along with some of the relevant relations and one OCL
constraint is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Portion of AT metamodel with OCL constraints
This portion of the AT language metamodel specifies framework concepts as specializations of the abstract classes Element and its specialized abstract classes MediatingEle and MediatedEle. It also and shows some of the relations between these concepts. For example, elements are related to ASDs (via the eleInASD relation). Network relations are specified via a relation between the outcome of one ASD and some
other element of another ASD (enabEleReqOut relation with an OCL constraint that
requires the OCL type of the enabled element to be one of the concrete types: Tool,
Rule, DoL, Subject, or Community, and the element must be part of a different ASD).
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The mediation-related OCL constraint shown in Fig. 1 is that the two every mediated
composite consisting of a Subject and an Object must have a Tool as its mediating
element. This constraint is shown next to the metamodel in Fig. 1, with an English
description above it.
The complete USE model, including OCL constraints for this version of the language is 141 lines of text. Software object model ASDs have also been created adhibiting the USE tool. These software object models can be checked against the structural and OCL constraints of the language metamodel, as demonstrated below.

4

USE Analysis of ASD Instances

Due to space constraints, only a simple example of the AT DSL and its USE tool
analysis are presented in this paper. This example demonstrates the activity of taking
a vacation, and an ASD model is shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows both the initial
version of the Vacation ASD and the modifications made to it as a result of USE tool
automated analyses. For this example, the modifications are deletions, which are
shown in Fig. 2 using double strikethrough texts.
In the initial version of the Vacation ASD, the Subject, a Travel Planner (P), uses
multiple Tools to accomplish the Object (Make arrangements to go on vacation) of
this activity, which is transformed by the activity into the Outcome (All tickets, bookings in hands of, and being used by the Travel Group). The tools include the
knowledge and experience of friends (T1) and travel agents (T2), brochures (T3), the
internet (T4), and reservation or booking systems (T5). The object is transformed into
the outcome through many DoL tasks – P investigates options, makes decisions, purchases items, and makes personal arrangements. The Travel Agent (A) provides information and makes bookings. Other members of the Travel Group (G) must make
personal arrangements e.g. packing or arranging for tasks to be done in their absences,
and also check-in for the vacation. Finally, Activity Companies (C) provide information about their activities, advertise, and also provide the opportunities for various
activities. There are three rules associated with the activity: P must communicate to
the entire travel group, G, the decisions that have been made: when the vacation will
be, where it will take place, and what activities will be done (R1), A must provide
feedback about any possible issues or problems with the decisions that P has made
(R2), and P can delegate investigation/arrangements/decisions to anyone in G (R3).
The Community is made up of all these participants: P, G, A, C, and friends (F).
To demonstrate USE analysis on this example, Fig. 3 shows the USE screen shot
of the ASD model, including the results of constraint testing. The main window
shows the software object model of the ASD network from Fig 2. Software objects (as
opposed to AT objects) are displayed as rectangles labeled with an identifier and class
(e.g., VACSub:Subject toward the upper left in the main window). Association instances are shown as links between software objects, labeled with the association
name (e.g., eleInASD between VACSub:Subject and VAC:ASD, located to the right
and slightly below the VACSub:Subject software object, approximately in the middle
of the software object diagram). Composite relations are also shown (e.g.,
VACSub:Subject is a member of the MediatedComposite called VACPSO:MediatedComposite, located in the upper center of the diagram, along with VA-
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CObj:Object which is located in the upper part of the software object diagram on its
right side).
The result of the invariant evaluations are shown in the smaller window located in
the same area as the software object view, titled ‘Class invariants’. One constraint
fails and there are structural errors that are listed in the log area below the main window that shows messages from the tool and also the results of structural checks (log
messages are not shown in Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. Taking a vacation ASD

There are four errors indicated by the USE analysis. Three can be seen in the log
error messages, and all are concerned with mediation relationships. The first logged
structural error is that T5 is not involved in any mediating relationship. The other two
are that DoL10 and DoL11 are not involved in any mediating relationships. These
errors may indicate over-specification of the ASD, and this is how they have been
interpreted. T5 is related to actually making bookings, and while the travel planner
could certainly do this, the division of labor specifies that this is a responsibility of the
travel agent. Thus, this tool is not used by the subject to achieve the object of the
activity. It more properly belongs in an ASD that describes the travel agent activity of
making bookings, that is, a hierarchical decomposition of DoL6 into its own ASD.
The argument for removing the two DoL items is similar; they are really part of an
activity company providing information for the travel planner, and thus probably also
belong in an ASD created through hierarchical decomposition of DoL9, with the
activity company as the subject.
The constraint error is related to the more general problem with T5. The specific
constraint problem is that T5 is not mediating any subject-object mediated composite.
The USE tool provides an evaluation browser that allows the modeler to probe for
details of constraint errors which shows that there is no Subject/Object mediation
specified for T5.
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Open issues. While our experience with USE has been quite good to date, we are
now at the point where we are exploring methods to realize AT contradiction analysis,
and this entails natural language processing. One alternative is to structure natural
language descriptions of ASD elements and then make OCL queries to find elements
that may contain contradictions. An example would be that the Rule class might have
attributes corresponding to a sentence: sentence subject, sentence object, and predicate. R1 restructured according to this convention would be “Travel planner (P) must
communicate vacation dates and activities to the travel group (G)”; the sentence subject is P, the sentence object is G, and the predicate is “must communicate vacation
dates and activities”. A simple query might be used to find all Rules where the one of
the attributes is the same, following an assumption that contradictions may occur if
there is more than one Rule resulting from such a query.
Structuring these queries in OCL may not be possible for all possible contradiction
conditions, and thus experimenting with methods to discover contradictions with this
tool may be quite difficult. (Note that this problem would exist with any OCL tool; it
is not just a problem with USE.)

Fig. 3. USE analysis – Vacation ASD with checks and constraint results

Another, more general problem with the USE implementation of AT is software
object model creation. Due to the mediating relationships, a command scripting file to
create these models becomes quite complex. For example, the ASD shown in Fig. 2
(without the deleted items) requires a command file with 112 commands to create one
each ASD, object, outcome, and subject; four tools, three rules, five community
members, nine division of labor items, and the various relations. Of these, 48 commands alone are needed to create the software objects and relations for the mediating
relationships. As can be seen from Fig. 3, a visualization of even this fairly simple
ASD is quite complex and difficult to follow. Visualization of ASDs is critical for
stakeholder validation, so that stakeholders can easily find the various AT concepts.
To date our case study has uses simple drawings that are created manually, such as
the one shown in Fig. 2.
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One way to deal with both software object model creation and visualization complexity is to develop a user interface wrapper for AT to interface with the USE tool.
Such a wrapper could allow an ASD diagram to be displayed as the simpler
Engeström triangle such as the one shown in Fig. 2, and to use this structure to specify ASD elements. Mediated composite instances could be created by selecting ASD
elements, and these could be associated with mediating element instances, again
through simple selection. The wrapper would need to generate scripts to run in the
USE tool to actually create the software objects in USE. This area remains an open
research issue, however it severely restricts the USE model implementation of AT for
general modeling purposes.

5

Related Work

Previous research has explored using activity theory in requirements elicitation [3][12][13] where AT is used to categorize requirements, and software engineering [1][9] where it is used to identify AT elements. AT has also been used in HCI to
analyze human-computing interactions and identify obscured or ambiguous
goals [20]. Our work differs from these approaches in that we have explicitly constrained the AT framework for systematic and repeatable use, by defining a metamodel with associated constraints and implementing the language in the USE tool where
software object instances can be analyzed.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we discuss the USE tool as we have used it to develop a requirements
DSL based on the Activity Theory (AT) psychological framework. We demonstrated
how the USE tool automated analysis of resulting social models can help identify
inconsistencies in the models. These inconsistencies can be used in the Requirements
Engineering process to identify over-specification, under-specification, and areas for
additional discussion and clarification among diverse groups of stakeholders.
Our experience indicates that the USE tool is valuable for initial development and
incremental extensions to our AT DSL specifications. It has also proven useful to
explore structural alternatives to add AT mediation relationships to the language. USE
tool suitability for our language would be greatly enhanced with an AT user interface
wrapper that generates software object model scripts for the tool.
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France, Saul Lozano-Fuentes, Gunter Mussbacher, and Dorina Petriu for their help in
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